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QAALYTIC DE1ffDROGE1ATION OF IOW-BOILfl(G 

HYDROOARSONS I TJLE P1SEMUE OF OXYGE1 

IiTRULUCT I ON 

A000rding to A. V. rosse 10, p.762-767), the tre- 

mandons advance in the application of catalysts to indus- 

triai uses may develaD a need for still another field of 

ohemi8try known as "catalytic ohemistry. In the petro- 

launi and etroohemioa1 industries, catalytlo processes are 

raridly replacing almost every other type of hydrocarbon 

conversion (5, r.S8-1i2). One very imnortant process, 

eseoia11y in war time, has been the dehydrogenation of 

various low-boiling hydrooarbons. Dehydrogenation is em- 

ployed to convert the relatively inert paraffins to the 

more active olefins and diolef ins. By such means, an enor- 

mous source of raw materials for the 'roäuction of syn- 

thetic elastomers, niastios and useful chemicals is nro 

vided. It is hardly necessary to recall the huge quanti- 

ties of synthetic rubber roduoed during the recent war to 

demonstrate the reat strides catalytic dehydrogenation 

has made in less than ten years. 

hi1e many of the war time butadiene plants have been 

closed, there remains a great number of uses for dohydro- 

genation roceeses. Of the chemicals which may be synthe- 

sized from netroleum nroduots, many begin with a 
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dehydrogenation stei; consequently, more efficient means 

of dehydroenation are in demand. One of the more recent 

modifications to the ordinary catalytic dehydrogenation 

will be disoused in the following paper. At nresent, no 

commercial rooess em'oloys the rrinoioies used here for de- 

hydroRenation; but with further work, there is reason to 

exeot that the awolication of this type of process may be- 

come Dractical. 

OBJEOTIVF: 

One of the objects of this thesis is to demonstrate 

the apolicability of a sDeoial catalytic process to the pro- 

duotion of ethylene from ethane. 1jIiis use, however, is 

auxiliary to tne primary objeotive ot the author. It is 

the chief nurose of the following DaDer to show the feasi- 

bility of what the author believes to be the simplest embod- 

iment of the principle of selective oxidation to dehydro- 

genation reactions. the term selective oxidation as used 

hereafter will refer to the selective oxidation of the 

»drogen evolved in the course of a dehydrogenation process. 

Since this reresents only a modification of the existing 

Dractices, a survey of ordinary dehydrogenation reactions 

is desirable. 
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OATALYTIO ])EHY1)ROGAPION OF RYBROOAEBOÎ 

The earliest larwge saale method o producing unuat- 

urated hydrocarbons from Daraffin8 was a pyrolytic process 

in which the naraffin was subjected to high temperatures 

in order to remove a molecule of hydrogen. The use of 

eatalytic agents did not become prevalent until quite re- 

aently, although one of the earlier discussions was mib- 

lished by Frey and Hupke in 1933 (9, p.54-59). Uatalytìc 

dehydrogenation has a number of imrortant advantages over 

its redeoessor. Thermal ,rocesses obtain a low seise- 

tivity, and in order to produoe Dractical conversions, the 

reactants must be admitted to the reactor slowly. By using 

a catalyst, however, the sace velocit? of reactants may 

be as much as 25 times greater for the same conversion, 

while at the same time higher selectivity is obtained and 

lower temperatures may be used. For these reasons, most 

imDortant dehydrogenation reactions involving hydrocarbons 

are carried out catalytically. Since about 1940, a large 

number of imürovements have been brought out, involving 

changes in oDeratin conditions, catalyst and reactor 

design. 

*Suace velocity is defined as the volume of reactant gases 
er volume of catalyst por minute and is inversely proor- 
tional to the contact time. 
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There are many mutually related variables oonnected 

with the dehydrogenation of hydrocarbons (, p.54-5k; li, 

T.268-272; 27, n.67-69; 28, p.1-14; 32, p3O9-3l5). For 

oonvenienoe these variables will be discussed seiDarately, 

remembering that each has its effect uon the others. 

The temperatures involved in dehydrogenatiOn are 

normally high, usually ranging from 500-650 degrees Conti- 

grade; for the hydrocarbons from otharie to butane, the 

temreratures em1oyed almost always lie between 600 and 

650 degrees Centigrade. As the tenrerature is increased, 

the rate o reaction initially increases a000rding to the 

first order reaction equation, but becomes more and more 

retarded due to secondary reactions as the tenmerature is 

raised Íurther. In addition, the selectivity, or the per 

cent of reactants consumed which is converted to the de- 

sired nroduct, varies with temDerature in a similar manner. 

Since the reaction itse1' is endothermia, it is possible to 

oarry it out under either isothermal or adiabatlo oondi- 

tions. In the latter, which is more 'nrevalent, there is 

continuous diminution o' tem!erature throughout the reactor 

which must be closely controlled in order to obtain optimum 

results. 

A second imortant variable is the saoe velocity, a 

measure of contact time which in this paper will be defined 

as the volume of gaseous mixture entering the reactor er 
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volume of' catalyst er minute. As the space velocity is 

increased (oontaot time decreased), the extent of oonver- 

abri natumfly decreases; but at the same timo, selectivity 

is increased. At very low space velocities, a large degree 

of conversion is obtained, but when considerable carbon 

begins to deosit on the catalyst, its life is greatly 

shortened. Uonsequently, an economic balaoe must be made 

for each particular example in order to ascertain the 

otimum rate. 
Bue to the fact that the reaction Droduces an increase 

in volume, it is customary to operate at reduced pressure 

80 as to take advantage of the mass action effeot there 

being some ressure at which optimum conversion occurs from 

the standpoint of practicability. It te the usual practice 

to obtain this lower pressure by using steam as a diluent, 

and again it is a nwtter for economics to decide the 

optimum partial pressure of reactants to be enloyed. 

One of the factors which nas been the subject of the 

most intensive study is the catalyst used. ?Or dohyilro- 

genation, a catalyst must moot cortain rigid conditions: 

it must be selectivo enough to break the C-li bond (6,OOO 

cal/mci required) and not the C- U bond (82,6CO aal/mol 

requirod)(30, p.291-294); it should have a long life under 

reaction conditions and be caable of regeneration if 
necessary. Among the first catalysts used in 



dehydrogenation was a chromia oxlie gel (, o.54-5; 27, 

D.C7-69), which, however, has been l'ound to be unstable 

with resoot to crystalline chromlo oxide, reverting raDid- 

ly to the latter Corm above 450 degreoa Centigrade (11, 

D.268-272; 31, 'r.345-346). The most sucoesfu1 catalysts 

have not been oure conmounds, such as 0r203, but have been 

mixtures of several conmonents. Such mixed catalysts may 

be reared either by oopreeipltation of the constituents 

from the saine solution (17, t.92) or imtregnation of a 

suitable carrier, e.g., A1203, bauxite, kieseiguhr, silica 

gel, etc., with a solution of the active comDounds (2, 

p.48-52). Mixed catalysts normally contain one component, 

auch as Âl203, In a large excess, with more active elements, 

such as (r2a3, N1203, or a mixture of the two, in minor 

amounts. Various promoters may be added in quantities of 

l or less of the total catalyst. In general, activa corn- 

Douncis such as those of chromium, nickel, titanium, tung- 

aten, oorper, berrylium, 'olatinum, iron, eta., may be used 

as the oxide, hydroxide or in the reduced stato, either 

singly or in various combinations with each other. P ro- 

motors may be taken from the difficultly reducible metals 

of the second, third, fourth, sixth and seventh gronDa of 

the eriodio table, such as vanadium, columbium, tantalum, 

molybdenum, cerium, manganese and also silicon and boron. 

Since there are countless combinations of these various 
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iemnt8 lt Is only to be expected that there are innumer- 

able catalysts described In the literature (4). 

CataI7StS are oftentimes subject to poisoning and de- 

activation, and several means of lessening these effects 

have been di800vered. it has been Í"ound Dossible to 

lengthen the time between reprenerations oÍ the dehydrogena- 

tion catalysts (to remove ooke deios1ted in the reaction) 

by adding small amounts o the oide o the alkali metals 

3; 12). These constituents are catalytic agents i'or the 

water as reaction, and since steam is present in the re- 

actor, considerable carbon is removed in this manner. 

This principle, first em1oyed in the Standard Oil Develop- 

ment Company's 1707 catalyst, is also used to such a good 

advantage in the Shell 105 catalyst that in some Dr000sses, 

for empie, the dehydrogenation of ethyl bonzerie, the 

catalyst is not regenerated but discarded when it is no 

longer useful (12). 

Many catalysts are ooisoned by sulphur compounds and 

organic ohiorides, so that means for removing such consti- 

tuents from the reactants are necessary. However, $hell 

Oil Comnany's nickel-tungsten suiDhide catalyst is not 

affected by sulphur oomDounds 



SElECTIVE OXIDAtAIO?i 

Literature Survei and history 

In attenìting to inorease the yield in a dohydrogena- 

tion rooess, one obv1ou expediency is to remove the hy- 

drogan liberated in the oourse of the reaction. U this 
can be a000mtlisbed, it is Iogioal to epeot an inerease 

yield oÍ unsaturated prodnets, according to the prinoipie 

o:t Le Chatelier. The object of seleotive oxidation, then, 

is to effect the removal ot hydrogen evolved in the dehy- 

drogenation reaotion by oxidizing it selectively to water, 

without appreciable Thrmation oÍ ognated hydrocarbon 

uomoounds. Several methods o ,rocesstng hydrocarbons en- 

tailing selective oxidation have been promulgated, but no 

thorough kinetic investigation of this tye of reaction 

has been ub1ished. However, certain studies of the oxida- 

tion of hydrocarbons have provided a theoretical basis for 

the Dartia.1 niechaniam which will be roiosed here. 

As might be e,eoted from the diverse Troduots formed 

by oxidizing Daraffin hydrocarbons, there are numerous 

theories concerning the mechanism of the reaction; but in 

those resnects pertinent to the subject of this thesis, 

there is generai agreement in the iiterature It wiU be 

necessary to make a brief survey of the kinetics of the 

oobuation of both hydrocarbons and hydrogen in order to 
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aiDly sorne nooessary ostuiatez to the theory of selective 

oxidation. Jinoe both of these reactions orooced through 

a chain mechanism, a definition of terms will prove bone- 

fiolal (18, p.79-123; 22, p.l48-2l5) 

chain reactions consist essentially of three parts: 

the &nain-thitating rectior . ; the chain proper; the chain- 

endinp reaction. The chain is oroagated by chain carriers, 

or elements which, whIle being oontinuou8ly reSUl)plied by 

one or more steis of the chain, are necessary to at least 

one of those steps. Eseoial1y imoortant in the oxidation 

of bydrooarbons is the enormous effect of the chain- 

branching reactions, by which term is meant a reaction pro- 

ducing several chain carrIers instead of one. Semenoff 

has suggested another toe of reaction, the delayed or de- 

generate chain. Degenerate branching occurs when a stable 

molecule is formed by a radical chain, the molecule rcaot- 

Ing again to start another, but delayed, serles of steps 

(22, p.195). 

The first ohenomenon which aears in a study zf corn- 

bustion is the induction oerlod, i.e., a oerioci oÍ' prao- 

tioaily no reaction which is ovident ior au. hydrooarbons. 

It has been discovered that this lag may be virtually 

eliminated by the addition of a small amount of an aide- 

hyde, indicating that the formation of the aldehyde may be 

the first step in the burning of a paraffin (22, p.207; 
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18, i.79-80; 1, p.29?). The oxidation of aidehyde is, 

in itself, a oomr].ex chain reaotion: but it is thought 

that the irimary step in such an oxidation is the forma- 

tion of a peracid, R0O(OOH), as a surface catalyzed reac- 

tion (18, . 82-83). This Deracid could conceivably docom- 

oese at a surface in two ways, in one forming the radicals 

RCOO and OH, and in the other ROHO, H20 and 002. Both re- 

actions occur at a surface, but the latter is favored by a 

large and active surface area. Using this information, the 

following unbranched chain may be written, beginning after 

the formation of OH radicals from the Deracid (18, p.89): 

R0HO+02 R-OO '-'R-O---0... + Oli 

1. 0H ROH3 H20 + ROH2 

2. ROH2 + 02 - ROHO + 0E 

3. ROHO + 0H H20 + ROO 

4. ROO -- 02 > "HO2-f 00 

5. HO2 - HOHO H20 - 00 + OH 

6. 0E + wall destruction? 

Reaction six 18 Dresumed to be the ohain-stoocing reaction, 

while reaction two is an examole of degenerate branching. 

Although this is a ilausible chain, it must be modified and 

extended in order to extlain ail the ìhenomena reported. 

Oxygen will react with hydrocarbons at a relatively 

slow rate until certain temeratures and Dressures are 

reached, at which ooint exfl cajou occurs. In plotting 
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the temperature of explosion ainst pressure, a continu- 

oas curve is obtained which eThibits a peninsu1a' lyIng 

between uer and lower temperature limits. It is not 

difficult to offer' n explanation for the lower tempera- 

ture limit, but the urer limit is still rather puzzling. 

w 

cL 
Q- 

T EMPERAT URE 

In order to show cause for a lower limit, it is 

asswiied that at low temperatures tho degenerate branching 

reactions are too slow to contribute enough to the reaction 

for the e,mlosion to occur. As the temDerature 18 In- 

creased at one nressure, a point is reached at which chain- 

branching becomes Irzmortant enough to oause an explosione 

This transition Is illustrated readily by two competing re- 

actions, one a sim,le chain which would produce a slow re- 

action, the other leading to branching and explosion. At 

lower temDeratures the former obtains, the latter at higher 

temperatures. The following scheme deiots this effect 

(18, p.103): 
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non-branching 

HOU2 - 02 > 1W200 - Q + 1i20 ± OU 

jbranching 
I 
XUZ1V RUH2O oO(OH)R -I- OR 

Oj7- ...UQUOI- 

/ 
R000H + OR 20H ± RUO 

02 HOHO + 00 + 011 

To find a reason for the upper limit is more difficult, 
for it oould be either a thermal* or chain-branching exolo- 

sion, since the reaction rate gradually increases as the 

uter limit is aoroached. The evidence seems to favor the 

latter, but it is not conclusive. In the slow reaction 

region, the reaction rate reaches a maximum at the lower 

exnlosion limit, but acquires a negative temDerature coeffi- 

oient before reaching this Doint (22, .210-2ll). The above 

exolanation of the lower limit is consistent with thïs 

effect, but it offers nothing to show why the reaction rate 

should exhibit a second maximum at the uper boundary of 

the erniosion eninsula. As eidenoe that the latter is 

due to a chain, and not a thermal, exolosion, it has been 

discovered that uì,on the addition of helium, .ceeing the 

total ressure constant, the reaction is accelerated (18, 

o.104), If the explosion were thermal, the helium should 

have had. little effect since the dissiiation of heat would 

*A thermal explosion is one which occurs when the heat from 
an exothormia reaction is not dissiDated as raDidly as it 
is released. 
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hare been about the same. For a chain, however, one would 

predict a veloolty incroae du to the Increaseul resistance 

offered to the movement of chain carriers to the wall and 

destruction. Assuming that the react i.on is a chain. Lewis 

and 'von 1be ostuiated the f rliowing, in which equations 

one, two and three are chain branching and four is the 

chain stoer (1.8, p. 105): 

i. HO2 + ROH2OHO + 02 20H ± iH2C0(Où) 

2. ROH2 00(00) > CO ±2O -i-ROO 

3. ROO + 02 .HCHO + 00 ± OH 

4. HQO ± HOHO OE(OH)?HO 200 -- E20 ± OH 

Such a scheme wouid exr)iain the uoper limit if it becomes 

imoortant at elevated tenmeratures. 

It is now ossible to summarize the main react ton 

mechanism for the oldation of hydrocarbons, assuming the 

aldohyde to have already been formed. 

Initiation itOliCi + 2 - R0O(OOH) > R000 + OH 

Hydrocarbon 
oxidat Ion Oli + ROH3 > H20 + ROH2 

ROH2±02 RCHO+OH 

ROHO + 0H > H0 -I- ROO 

ROO -h 02-4- ...H02 CO 

HO2 ± HOHU > H20 ± 00 + OH 

OH ±- wall - destruction? 
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1dehyJe 02 
oxidation 0E + ROHO u20 -- Roo .. H0H0 - co + oa 

0H + HOliO HO0 - H20 

HC0 02 > H02-I- 00 

H02 ECHO - H20 + 00 0H 

Peroxide 02 
branohing RCH200 ROHO ROH0 OO(OH)R 

Peracid 
branohing 1102 02 i i s *30H 

ECHO O 

condensa- H00± EOliO Uff(OH)OHO ) 200 + H20 0H 
t i on 

Not all of these reactions were discusse here, since they 

arc not necesaU?y to o1ain experimental firäin. It 

must borexnembered also that this is not even schematically 

complete. As an example of the type of branching which 

does occur, it may be advantageous to use that proposed for 

the oxidation of methane at higher pressures (18, p.95). 

0H30 -4- 0H2 t 0H ) O > 00 2 + 0H ± H20 

0H4 -HOH0 li20 -I- 0E3 

0114 0E3011 -f 0E30 CR4) 01130H + 

O00+ H2O+0H O 

OH4 -0H3 + 0H30H 

2H0+0H Op 

CH4 0H3000H ± 
4, 
etc. 
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from the numerous radicals appearing in this scheme, it is 

clear that it could be carried rnuoh further. 

On the basis of the above generai theory, sorne of the 

Dhenomena obsorved in combustion, uoh as the pre-ignition 

of internai combustion engines and 0001! flames (26. m. 

2234-2237). may be understood. Ú:r esneclal interest la the 

effeot of surface on th oxidation reaction. T1eae (23, 

n.i83-i856) has stated that in an erirnty pyrex tube Dropane 

reacted with oygen at 375 degrees centigrade. but that 

u.r)on aoking the tubo with broken yre the reaction did 

not begin until a terxrnerature of 500 degrees Centigrade had 

been reached and did not go to comtletion below 625 detrees 

Oentirade. In addition, Norrish and Roagh have shown both 

eperimenta1ly and theoretically that the reaction rate de- 

oreases with the size of the reaction tubo, being almost 

comoletely suimressed in a 5mm tubs (21, i.42i-448). Pease 

reiorts further that thermal dissociation begins before 

oxidation, but that oxidation aids the dissociation in such 

a manner as to increase unsaturated products without apDre- 

dable formation of o,enated oomounds He suggests that 

the oxygen reacts directly with 'pronane to form oropene and 

water. Such surface effects are easily understood when it 

is remembered that many of the radicals and carriers formed 

would be destroyed at the surfaoo; the chain initiating 

step is especially sensitive. Any conditions which 
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inorease the ease with which the destruction o chain 

carriers may occur will sarpre the reaction. Wall action 

18 a 'eneral Dhenomonon encountered in chain reactions as 

either an advantageous or adverse effect; in the oidation 

of hydrocarbons, it is detrimental to the reaction. 

Another surface effect of thterest has been studied by 

Dease (24, p.2034-2038; 25, p.2296-22ì9). inoe this in- 

vestigator h's used a somewhat different type of mechanism 

to e,ia1n the results ho obtained, some mention of thi8 

ener'y chain theory must be made. By coating his reactor 

with otassium chloride, ease found that no ieroides were 

formed, but that the rate of oxidation of the hydrocarbon, 

'IO'Ofl, was essentially unchanged. The chief liquid Drod- 

ucts, In addition to gaseous carbon monoxide, were methanol, 

formaldehyde and water. Here the investigator postulates a 

chain reaction somewhat similar to an energy chain, that is, 
a chain in which radicals are formed from aotIated mole- 

oule. Thus, his chain initiating reactions are: 

2Q3ii8 03H8 

O3kJÇ+ 02 2H50 ---H3O 

where the asterik re'resents an activated molecule. Addi- 

tional radIcals are rosumed to originate in a dissociation 

chain such as: 

3H8 > OH3 + 02115 

OH -t- 0113 - CH, + 03117 



1? 

OH7 
> 

H 

+ OH3 

ending wtth 

02H5 + CH3 03R8 

Chain storming is assumed ta be due to the association 

of two radicals with a third body, M, to form some oroduot. 

201130+M X 

203H7+M - 

0H30 + M Z 

The coinolete mochanism could then be reorosented by 

1cl 

i. 2O3Hs >- 03H8 + 

k2 
2. 02 + C3H - 

02H50 + 0H30 

k3 
3* Ci3o + (:3 8 CH3OH + 03k17 

4. CH -- 02 _ 02H40 + 0H30 

k 
5. 02H40 + HOHO + 00 + 

6. 20H30 + M X 

ic,7 

7. 203117+ M 

k 
8. 0H30 - 03117+ M Z 

At the steady state condition (that is, vthen the 

derivative of the concentration of any carrier with respect 

to time is zero), the following are true: 



a( cH3o)/dt = k1( ou8)2+k4( 03H7)(02)- k3(CH3O)(0H8) 

- k6( 
2 - k8( O%0) ( )M =0 

d(C3li7)/dtk3( O1{30)( 03li8)- k4(03.d7)(02) - k7( 01)2(M) 

- k8( Cx130)( = O 

Solution for (C1130) is ouabersoie, but assuming only six to 

be an effective chain stoer, 

(0H30) = Vki7M (e3u8) 

If only seven is effective, 

(H3O) i/k3 
f 

k1( e38) - k4 (02 )J 

If only eight is effective, 

( 

/U8iTO2) 
4k5 03HØ) 2kk 

2 (03118) 

deiendin uon which aimroximation is made in the solution. 

The rate of disaìearanee of ropane will be Drinoi- 

oally determined by three, for which 

- d(03118)/dt = k3(0#g)(0H30) 

On substituting the various values for (0H30) in this equa- 

tian, it is always found that the rate will be der,endent 

u.non a nower of ( 0H8) between one and two but be reiative 

inde-pondent of the concentration of oxy:çen. For earnple, 

using the first of the above values for (0H30) 

d(0H8)/dt k3"ì/ (0H8)2 
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mo eoerimental data are in qualitativo agreement with 

these conclusions. 

While there are encountered other interesting side 

reactions and snodai phenomena in the oxidation of hydro- 

carbons, those most nertinont to the subject at hand have 

been discussed, if only briefly. The oxidation of unsat- 

urated oomnounds is nearly analagous to that of araff ins, 

and a discussion of such reactions would nrove reetitious. 
Needless to say, the ideas resented are iareiy specula- 

tive and highly controversial, but they do offer an expia- 

nation of oxnerimontal facts. 

"roposed Theo of eloctive Oxidation 

Keening in mind the objects of selective oxidation, 

a mechanism may now be roosed, whereby this r000ss may 

be effected. Â don'rontional dehyd.rogenation reaction is 

carried out in a vessel oomleteiy aoked with a suitable 

catalyst. Such a catalyst oomrises a large, highly active 

surface area, the detrimental effect of which has been 

illustrated above for the combustion of hydrocarbons. It 

is to be eneoted, therefore, that if oxygén wore admixed 

with the reactants of a dehydrogenation rocess while in 

contact with the catalyst, no appreciable oxidation would 

occur at dehydrogenation temeratures. In the first 

niaco, it is unlikely that oxidation would even commence, 
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Thr the chain initiating stop would be almost uomaleteiy 

suntressed. Since a number o steDs in the chain itsei 

aro also retarded by the presence of a urÍace. while the 

chain stoers are accelerated, oxidation is still loss 

likely. Thus, it would aDpear that on a theoretical basis 

at least iart of the object of selective oxidatIon is 

feasible, but it must ftiso Drovide for the removal of hydro- 

gen. 

The curvo of ex1osive limite (pressure and. temera- 

turo) for the combustion of hydrogen exhibits, like that 

of paraffina, a Deninsula; in this case, however, the two 

boundaries are an urner and. lower ressure. 

o 
o 
r'J 

c-n 

(f) 

w 
Q- 

500 700 
TEMR -°C 

The lower limit is not woil defined but is only found at 

very low f)ressures; oonseouently, it is not of enera1 

imi,ortanoe hero. For the upper limit, on the other hand, 

a proposed mechanism includes the following important re- 

actions, of which number four is the ohan terminating 
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atop (18, p.30-78): 

1. OH-H2 H20-i- H 

2.H-+- °2 -QH+O 
3.04 H2 OH-i-J 

4, H 02 -f M HO2 ± 

Although tho grou' k02 PObabIY deatroyed at a urace. 

lt cannot nrot,agate the chain and the surfa3e doeB not have 

an Inmortant role In the region o the uper pi'esaure limit. 

This relatively sinrn:Le mechanism is subject to criticìsm, 

but the exerimentai data indicate that the reaction is not 

materially affected by the surface under the conditiona 

prevailing In a dehydrocnation reacton. 

The author believes that these facts, the supDrossìve 

effect of the catalyst surface on one reaction. and its un- 

importance In the other, are sufficient to show that soleo- 

tive oridation can be acoomolished with satisfactory re- 

suits, i.e., with Increased olefin roduction without the 

attendant oxidation of hyiirocarbons. Several r000sses of 

selective oxidation, similar to that oroposod here, have 

been atented. and. a brief discussion of these Inventions 

with their authors' emlanstion of their nìeohanisu ill 
follow. 

A number of inventions have been ublished, in each 

of which the removal of hydrogen from a dehydrogenation 

stream is effected (16). In some of these iatents, 
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chlorine is made to combine with the hydrogen liberated 

(6; 7), but in the majority, various means of carrying out 

selective oxidation are proposed. 

One of the first attemts to utilize oxygen for in- 

creased yields in a dehydrozcnation reaction was nade by 

Hooklns (14) By using lower temeratures, intimate mix- 

in of hydrocarbon and oyon, and introduction of ogen 
at a ilurality of oints in the course of the reaction, 

the inventor obtained good yields 0±' unsaturated products 

in a yroiyt1c dehydrogenation reaotor considerably 

later H. 3. Kiner (15) applied the orino:N1e of 8eleotive 

o,-idation to the catalytic dehydrogenation of a number of 

hydrocarbons. KIpper emìloyod an Inert gas, such as nitro- 

gen, in addition to oxygen; he maintained the oxygen con- 

centration at below 20% of the reaction mixture and oper- 

ated at suDer-atmosohoric pressures and low temteratures 
(l0-4OO degrees Centigrade). 

A further modification has been provided by Schmidt 

and Stadelman (29). In this embodiment of selectIve oil- 
dation, carbon dioxide is used in the reaction in at least 
ecuirnoieoular proportions with the oxygen admitted. The 

Inventors disclose that other gases, such as N2, steam, or 
CO, may be used as diluents in addition to CO2 and O. but 
they state that 002 'aotuaiiy favors the reaction by avoid- 
in, the formation of exr1oions and acting as a dehydrating 



agtnt. The use of alone or In oonunotion with 02 

is disoused by GIulio 1atta (19; 20), who also DroDoses 

an interesting mechani8m for his rooess. In this instance, 

002 is considered the most imortant comoonent, and oxygen 

:ts used only in small amounts urder closely controlled eon- 

ditlons "In order to avoid the formTtion of exrìosive mix- 

tures or anyhow secondary renotions' The 002 believed 

to aid the reaction by direct combination with the hydro- 

carbon and hydroen 

04H8 -'r- 
00 04H6 + 00 + H20 

002 ± H2 O0-- H20 

While the above mechanism is not iroved, Natta states that 

the 002 certainly does roduoe a much more ronounce.d 

effect than a like amount of steam. 

The process of Frey is quite similar to that used In 

this thesis, differing chiefly in the fact that oyg,en is 

admitted at a 1nrality of catalyst free spaces in the 

course of the reaction (8). in his atent Frey makes the 

fo11owIn statements: '9he addition o± oxygen in the con- 

ventlonal manner to hydrocarbons in the presence of 

cata1yst at such elevated temooratures as would be necos- 

sary for dohydroenation causes destruction of th hydro- 

carbon molecular skeleton with formation of carbon monoxide 

and other reaction products. . . . Furthermore, undiluted 

ox,'ga or air will burn out completely on InitIa contact 
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with the oatalyst, thereby becoming unavailable for aiding 

in the dehydrogenation reaction in lowor areas of the 

catalyst bod.' (8, ) In order to prevent this, Frey 

raises the kindling tenroerature by intimately mixing the 

reactants with ogen in speoially constructed catalyst 

free sì,aoes. By such means the inventor has obtained sub- 

stantial increases in the yield from a dehyd.rogenation 

nrooess. 

It is this author's ooinion that most of the above 

Drocesses are considerably more comiex than is necessary. 

While such devices as the catalyst free mixing vessels of 

frey may benefit the reaction, lt is believed, both for 

theoretical reasons and from experimental findings, that 

they are almost sirperfinous. In most of the inventions 

cited, means for ireventing explosions or oxidation of 

t}v: reaotants are chiefly based on the exolosive limits 

and kindling temîeratures for the ordinary combustion of 

hydrooarbons. As has been demonstrated above, such 

ordinary conditions do not 'revail within a catalytic de- 
hydrogenation reactor. For this reason selective oxida- 

tion may be aocomclished in the relatively simple r)rocess 

which is the subject of this thesis, and several expedi- 

oncles resorted to in revious work may be entirely 

omitted without ill effect. 
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P RO U1DWU 

l3oth a desoritton of tho appaxtus naed in thoo 

eertment and the manner of oportin can best be re- 

sented b7 reference to the oorwanythg dtgr on ps *6 
Figure 6. Technical ethano of aroximati1y $U?II7 

was assed thrmgh a flowmeter (1) into the top of a ver- 

tical reheater 2} conateting of a four foot ienpth of 

one Inch standard iron Ti)e aeed wIth aai1 oroeIain 

raaohtg rtns. The tht*rnal surtaoet of both the preheater 

and reotor were ooated wtth a thin layer of 8odtum silt- 

otta tn order to rcvent coking at the walls since metallic 

1*3 a veri aotivs dehydroenatiOn otalyet. heat was 

ørlted by two twenty-foot oeils of 2]. gauge niehrome wire 

aaarnteiy controlled by rsostate. tearn from a boiler 

(: was mt''ei 'th the hydrolirbon t the to of the pro- 

heater. The resaura wní aleo measured at this point with 

a meruri manometer (41. After leaving the reheater, the 

mixture was at the roer terirerture and passed c1Iectly 

into the reactor (5). The letter vessel wa» stxteen 

inches long and of the iame materi1 and construction as 

the z'ehoater; th' two were joined with a 1eEve coupling. 

rour iron-constantan therm000uplei (12) were araced only 

in the reactor, and four ',orto (6) for the admission of 

oyen metered in a flowmtor (7) were rovided. The re- 

actor was heated by a third niohrome element. With the 
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reactor ooirletely flhl6d with ota1yst, the reaction took 

place and the nroducts wore ranidly cooled in a condenser 

(8). After the liquid roducts wore collected in a trap 

(9), the remaining gas DaBBed to a thro-way stopcock, from 

which it could be sent to the wet test in.ter (10), or the 

ammoniacal ouprous chloride bubbler (11). or the sanmie 

bott1e Almost il control was a000mlished at the control 

anel (15), and tem-oeratures from the five thermocouples 

were recorded with a Tagliabue recording iotentiomoter (13). 

Gas flows were regulated with gas regulating valves attached 

to the cylinders, and the volume of steam Was controlled 

with a variable electric heater. Olose temperature control 

could be obtained by observing the currents flowing in the 

three heating colis with an ammeter (14). 

Although the a'aratus as described was easy to oper- 

at , a number of faults did aivear. Some difficulty was 

experienced in the effect of the liquid condensate on the 

nressure of the system. 3y designing the condenser and 

trans so that no slugs of liiuld could form in the lines, 

this defect could be made negligible. )ue to nressure 

fluctuations, regulation of the steam volume was difficult 

and time oonsumlng The aìpartus was, however, satis- 

factory for the reearoh -ro'ram contemplated, with the 

only real nroblem being the aforementioned difficulty In 

control of the steam flow. 
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ithout ercessiveiy erensive equiiment and Ïengtkiy 

laboratory "rocedure, analysis of tie produotB £rom a 

high tezxrnerature hjdroearbn oonverion prooess oannot be 

made comiete. A large number o oomounds maî reu1t 

from th9 VarlOU2 orauking, polymerization, and dehydroena- 

tion reaottons vibioh oaur 8imu1taneouiy in a process such 

as that being oonsidered For this reason certain aump- 

tions mu;t be made which are thought to be not too greatly 

in error. it was necessary to assume that no unsaturated. 

ooInT)ollnth3 other than ethylene were Thrmed. Since the most 

likely of these other unsaturates was acetylene, a continu- 

ous qualitativo test or this substance waì made by bub- 

blin the roduct gas through an ammoniacal cuprous ablu- 

ride solution. t no time was a precipitate o the red 

oorrer acetylide recovered. ifl addition to the osuibility 

o several iultiple bond hydrocarbons, there is reason to 

bc:Llove that some nromne or even hi;her molecular weight 

paraí'fins might have been formed. Lt was assumed that 

these saturates wore negligible in comparison tu the ethane 

and methane which would be Drosent. 

A further typo of compound very necessary to detect 

if roduced in appreciable quantities was the ogenatod 

hydrocarbon. In the resent reaction, the chief such com- 

ponents would be acetaldehyde and formaldehyde, which would 

appear in the liquid condensate trai. For detection 
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nuroses, tho fusohin-aldehyde test was empioyed: for 

quantitative analysis, the bisuifite addition oompound. was 

formed from a iiown normality bisulfito SO1UttOfl, the ex- 

oese bisulfito then beincr titrated with 0.1 normai iodine 

solution. 

In summary, with the equiDment used in this orojeot, 

it was iossibie to determine acetylene uualitatively and 

the fol1owin quantitatively: carbon dioxide, ethylene 

(unsataratos), oxygen, hydroen, oarbon monoxide, ethane, 

methane. and aldehydos. It was assumed, therefore, that 

only these subatanoes were present in the roduots. 3tand- 

ard absorbents were used for some of the gases, ootassiurn 

hydroxide for carbon dioxide, fuming sulfuric aoid for the 

unsaturates, and alkaline )yrOgai1ol for oxygen. kydrogen 

and oarbon monoxide (the latter never present in apreoi- 

able amounts) were determined with a 000er oxide tube 

maintained at 300 degrees centigrade. For most of the rune 

the ethane and methane remaining after the removal of all 

other constituents wore determined by oxidation with ogen 
tn a oataiyst tubo maintained at 500 degrees Centigrade. 

This iat method gave reoroduolbio reeuitß and was believed 
to be acourate. After most of the data had been colleoted, 

howe c-er, an attemit was made to analyze the ettiane feed 

gas, nurohasod as of 96% nurity. ithough reoroduolbie 

results were ain found for a large number of analyses, 
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the value for the rer cent ethane was far too low. The 

Portland. Gas and Coke Oonrany then orovided an ana'ysis 

of the same gas, oarried out by their regular methods, 

which indloated the ethane content of the gas to be 92. 

Determination of the heating value of the gas in a Junkerte 

ealorimeter verified this result. While no explanation 

can be made for this disoreDanoy, undoubtedly a Dart of 

all the analyses is erroneous. The analysis is good ex- 

ceDt for the relative amounts of ethane and methane in 

the roduots; however, the total of these two quantities 

is correct and a qualitative indication of the trend of 

selectivity might be obtained from the data as taken.. 

?urthormore, as will be exDlained below, it is ossible 

to calculate the t,oroentage of ethane and methane by 

making use of certain assumitions together with the other 

analytical data obtained. 

From the data secured, Le., analysis of reactants, 

volume of gas entering the reaction, volume of Droduots 

leaving, and per cent ethylene in the ,roduots, it is a 

sinrn].e matter to calculate the oer cent of the entering 

ethane which was converted to ethylene. Hereafter, this 

uantLty will be referred to as the eonversion', one of 

the two imoortant nieces of formation which were the ob- 

jectives of this research. The second quantity desired 

was the selectivity, which must be calculated and defined 
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Thr thi8 ',artiou1ar case due to the analytical difì- 

oulties just mentioned. 

It can be seen from any of the data riven that there 

is a disaDearanoe of oxygen which would be oaused chiefly 

by its combination with hydrogen. Unon taking into account 

the hydrogen lost in this rnarnier, the total free hydrogen 

content oÍ the exit gas (inoluding that oombined with oy- 

gen) is invariably greater than that which would be equiv- 

aient to the ethylene formed. There are several manners 

in which this excess hydrogen could be roduoed: (1) by 

the water-gas reaction: () by the formation of acetylene, 
which was negligible; (3) and final'Ly by the cracking of 

ethane. This last method is robably the most imnortant 

and is assumed for nrnoses of calculation to take place 

in the following manner: 

CH4 0 H2 
If ali other side reactions nre neglected, the hydrogen in 

eyoess of that equivalent to the ethylene formed will then 

be eùual to the methane in the nroducts. By adding this 

quantity to that known to be in the original gas, the 

amount of methane in the exit gas is obtained. From this 

figure, it is then ossiblc to arrive at the quantity of 

ethano remaining in the Droducts. Thus, a calculated 

TTcomDlete analysis is derived from which the selectivity 
may be determined in the conventional manner. There may 
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be some considerable inaccuracy in this method, but 
it is 

thought that correct qualitative results are found and 

that the values of selectivity are in a'nroimately the 

right region quantitatively. It must be remembered, then, 

that the selectivity results given here are subject to 

serious question, but that the conversions are accurate 

within experimental error. 

Although the ererimontally determinod er cents of 

ethane and methane in the roducts are undoubtedly moor- 

reot, they should indicate the roer trend of selectivity 

since they are subject to the same errors. Usi these 

values to c&aulate seiectivitj, the sarie qualitative re- 

sultu are obtained as in the above described method, but 

as would be expected, the seleotivities thus determined 

are lower than those which are based on the calculated. 

anaiysl.s. These aots are further indications that the 

above manner of obtaininR selectivIty iS aproimatoly 

correct. 
The ethano used in all of these oxoeriments had the 

following cornnoition: 

Oornp onent 

0H4 
illuminante (02H4) 
02 

Volume Per Oent 

92 0 
2.3 
2.7 

2.3 
0.7 



JI1 oaloulation were based on this analysis, v:hioh was 

!roVidCd by the "ort1and Gas ami Coke Comany. Since some 

oxygen was in the original gas, it is necessary to define 

the term "per cent ojen addeii' as used in this 'paper. 

This figure does not include the ogen in the ethane but 

reDre3ents only the amount of oxygen added to the reactants. 

The catalyst used in this work was the Shell 105 dehy- 

drogenation catalyst which was mentioned previously. Thia 

material was rovided in 3/16" e1lete and was of the fol- 

lowing aroximate oonatitutlon l): 

Fe203 - 70% 
Cr203 - 

Ouio4 - 

XNO3 - O.5 

Very excellent rau1ts hwe been obtained by the use of 

this oatalyst, artioulariy In the dehydrogenation of 

butylene and ethyl bonzene. Its activity is re'iorted to 

remain subtantialiy constant after atvroximately eight 

honre on stream. 

1)ISCUSSICN OEF RUiP3 

The effect of oxygen on the yield of the desired Drod- 

not, ethyi.ene, and uon the selectivity of the reaction is 

shown sneoifl.ca'ly by the results given in Figure 1 and 

¶able 2 On this graih, and also all subsequent fiures. 

those rothts marked by a circle and labeled "k" refer to 
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the oonversion, those denoted by a small triangle arid 

labeled "13" to selectivity; the dashed line drawn to the 

oonverion ourve indicates the expected equilibrium con- 

version at the Dartiotilar average temperature and partial 

pressure of etharie in tho reactants, neglecting any effect 

which the removal of hydrogen eight have on the reaotion 

The data readily show that eeleotie oxidation had occurred 

with the deeired results. By increasing the ainowit of oxy- 

gen added, it le possible to attain a dexee of reaction 

eoeedi.ng the theoretical maximwn in ordinary dehydrogena- 

tion orocesses whIch take Diace in the absence of ovygen. 

In addition, very little oxidation of the hydrocarbon takes 

place, the quantity of 002 always being small (6% of the 

products was the maximum value found in any run) and the 

iaximum degree of aldehyde formation amounting to only 

O.O3 of the ethane charged. Furthermore, as can be shown 

by the disaopearance of oxygen, some of the hyd.rogen was 

definitely burned. In every respect, then, the objects ot 

the rooess as stated above armear capable of realization. 

At different saoe velocities and temieratures, even more 

striking results were obtained, as will be shown by some 

of the other information collected. 

Contrary to the author's exieotations, the calculated 

selectivity diminished as the amount of oxygen was in- 

creased. In view of the comilex nature of the reactions 



000urring within the aparatus, it Is difficult to show 

preoisely how this mip ht take Dlaoe. However, it Is pos- 

ib1e that the oxygen roL.ots with ethano and ethylene in 

suolt a mariner as to Thrm methane, carbon and water This 

Is analagous to the offoot of a very aotive component in a 

oatalyst; if the amount of this constituent is made too 

1arg, eroessive dohydrogonation activIty Droduoes niore 

carbon and hydrogen than usual. oessive oen may well 

have a similar effect. 
Considerably more ohenomenal results aro shown in 

Fi re 2, which illustrates the effect of ss.ce velocity. 

The three set3 of curves are at different conditions as 

follows: 

4 - 540 degrees Centigrade, 5 02, no steam 

6 - 540 derees Centigrade, 5% 02, 0.38 moi fraction 

2L5 in reactants 

lo - 590 degrees Centigrade, 7 02, 0.38 moi fraction 

C2H6 

In all three eamplos, the enverion falls frem a oint 

greatly above equilibrium at low soace velooitiet to very 

small figures at high rates of flow. kproximately twice 

the equilibrium value was obtained in run 10, but at space 

velocities much lower than the smallest dven, a large 

nuantity of carbon and hydrogen were formed with very 

iittl conversion to ethylene. The effect of oxygen is 
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brought out olearly by these same curves if it is recalled 

that the conversion without oygon would nover surpass the 

equilibrium value shown. Very little thThrmatlon is avail- 

able regarding other attemta at catalytically dohydro- 

genating ethane. As a comrarison, however, from 50 to 80 

er cent o the euilibrinm oonversion iì the maimuIn 

which ha been attained in previous work. Since these 

earlier experiments were carried out at relatively low tern- 

rieratures (500 degrees Centigrade) and wIthout the addition 

o steam, the aetua. conversione amounted to 0fli 2.3 to 

4.0 nor cent (27, p.67-69) 

It is difficult to reconcile the selectivIty curves 

of Figure 2 wIth those amtliar In ordinary dehydrogena- 

tion. Assuming that the m'thod calculating this data 

was qualitatively correct, it is ossibie to give an expia- 

nation ùr the shae o the ourvs. Aithou.'th sufficient 

data were not obtained to provide a g cod kinetic study of 

the reaction, the data of run 10 are niotted according to 

the first order reaction equation (Pig. 5). Sinoe a 

straight line does not result, it is evident that the re- 

action is not first order tbrouhout, but it aDearc to be 

so at high space velocities. (The curve Is drawn back to 

infinite space velocity, at which noint no convoroion 

oours.) As the snace velocity decreases, core ethylene 

is forred than would be indicated by the extaol.ted first- 
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order line. It Is not ossib10 to say why this change o 

order should take place, but there are several variations 

which might occur in the reaotion Lt the dehydrogenation 

reaction by selective oxidation proceeds through a mechanism 

entirely different from that cif the conventional process, 

it could well be that the eteot o selective oxidation is 

subject to an induction Deriod such as that reported Íor 

the combustion o hydrocarbons. Thus, at high space volo- 

cities, the induction lag could account for almost all of 

the time the reactants were in contact with the catalyst, 

and the mechanism would be that ordinarily exrected without 

ozygen; that is, the reaction would proceed by a first 
order mechanism whose rate constant would be determined by 

the straight Dart of the curve in Figure 5. However, as 

the saoe velocity is decreased, the DroDosed induction 

neriod renresents a smaller fraction of the total contact 

time and, at its end, another and more ranid mechanism 

might supersede the former. The amount of conversion. 

then, would be greatly increased, even above the equili- 
brium value for the first reaction (see Fig. 2). Jssuming 

that the sido reactions show no such change in mechanism, 

the etfeot of snaco velocity on these secondary reactions 

could be much less than on the Drimary dehydrogenation 

atol). ome suTr)ort is given to this view by the fact that 

tht amount of methane formed in runs 6 and 10 was 
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practically constant. If the foregoing is true, lt might 

be expeoted that, as the spaoe velocity is deorea2ed, the 

conversion to ethylene would at :first increase moro rapid- 

ly than would the formation o! undesirable Products. From 

the definition of the term, this would indicate that the 

selectivity might increase with decreased rate of flow. 

Since curves 6B and lOB pass through a maximum, it would 

seem that the Induction îeriod loses its effect at lower 

velocities and that the selectivity behaves in the normal 

manner thereafter. 

ithout more complete information as to the kinetics 

of selective oxidation, it is lmtossible to speculate 

further. The above is given only as one possible explana- 

tion of the selootivity resuÏts obtained, assuming them 

to be correct. 

In Figure 3, the effect of pressure on the reaction 

is illustrated. ¡tun 5 was made at an average temperature 

of 540 degrees Centigrade and a saoe velocity of aprox- 

imately 17. VaryIng amounts of steam and ethane were 

chosen so as to result in as nearly the same space veba- 

ity as iosaible for all different artial ressures of 

ethane. The results are entirely normal, and the graph 

is self-exnianatory. 
Firure 4 demonstrates the role of temoeraturo in 

selective oxidation In this exoeriment the saae 
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veloolty, oxygen content, and moi fraation 01 ethanG were 

mintainec at 16, 4.8 added and 0.45, re r )eOtiveiy. Ari 

inoreas in conversion roau1t with inoroaed tenip&ratuie, 

but above about 600 i9grea Centigrade this efft becomes 

icas pronounaed. This negative curvature la unloubtediy 

duo to the inereasec nunber and extent o the side reac- 

tions which became rc5Bib1e .t more elevated tern ratums 

A ivaimurn would ocour at some undetermined temperature 

since some side reactions, such as the formation of cety- 

lene, would eventually become predomlnant At the temper- 

aturs tsed no acetylenc was formed in detectable qu.nti- 

tiea. 
1urthcr information may be derivc from a comparison 

of some of the curves given; for instance, the three 

aace velocity curves show olearl the effect of differing 

conditions upon the rooess. Iowevor, such comparisons of 

one run against another are not alviays possIble. The 

oatayst activity was an uncontrollable variabic, although 

the catalyst used is reorted to have a oonstt activity 

for a considerable length of time. This was not found to 

be the oase since the catalyst became almost oomletely de- 

activated at one time (probably a result of the veri low 

space velocities which were occasionally used). Not 

enough time was available to make a suïficiently large 

number of runs to eliminate this effect of catalyst 
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activity; consequently, the quantitative oomtarison of the 

results of' two different runs may be In error. 

A Íurther effeot oÍ this deactivation is that on the 

,o1nts o:f a s1n1e run. In run 6 (FIg. 2), the samples 

were taken at consecutively larger spaoe velocities with 

the eyoeption oÍ' that for the sace velocity, 6.7, which 

was the last to be collected. Deactivation of the catalyst 

had ocourred in this run as is shown by the low Dosition of 

this roint. At constant catalyst activity, thon, this 

curve would lie siihtly above that found exerimentally. 

This effect uon the ios1t1on of the diazraias is not large 

in any ease and almost negligible in some runs; e.g., runs 

8 and 9 show eoellent reDroduolbility (Fig. 1), so that 

the data from both fit one set of curves. 

CO?CLUSION$ 

Although a number of conclusions may be drawn from 

the data nresented, the oraotioability of a process Zor 

selective oyidation should be judged from a larger amount 

of data than was collected here. At this oint, neverthe- 

less, there is reason to state that a nrooess for dehydro- 

genation by selective oxidation is Dhysically capable of 

realization. Increased yields of unsaturated iroducts 

may be obtained, in some cases larger than the maximum 

theoretically osaible by conventional means. At the 

same time, the oxidation process is highly selective in 
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that there is little oxidation of any hydrocarbons; but 

due to other side reactions, the overall selectivity is 

diminished as the amount of oxygen added is increased. 

By the nroer choice of temnerature, soace velocity 

and oxygen concentration, it is oosaible to attain a high 

COnversion and at the same time maintain a high degree of 

selectivity. The results of Figure 2 indicate that at 

teiimeratures of 600 degrees Centiade to 650 degrees 

Centigrade, a snace velocity of about 10 v/v/minute, from 

7-lOy oxygen added, and from 2-5 mole of steam por moi of 

ethane, a conversion oerhaps 50% in excess of the equili- 

brium value can be exeoted at a selectivity of 70% or 

greater. Such results are considorod to show that the 

'rocess is caoable of acoomolishing more satisfactory de- 

hydrogenation than any rocess in commercial use today. 

There are two orincinal drawbacks to the use of this 

orocoss. The first is the aforementioned decrease in 

selectivity with inoreasei oxygen added; secondly, there 

is a decrease in selectivity at the higher soace veloci- 
ties. Since the use of high rates of flow is an advantage, 

this is not desirable. At oresent there does not seei to 

be any way of eliminating these effects and they must be 

considered a mrt of the oenalty to be naid for the im- 

iroved conversion. An economic study of th rcess should 

be made before attemnoting to select the ootimum oonditions 



oÎ 000ratlon. Without such a survey it is irnossib1e to 

judge the rooess in comarison to ordinary dehydrogena- 

tion from a iractioa1 stand oint, but its exterirnenta1 per- 

formance indicates that such a comDarison would be favor- 

able to selective oxidation. 

Just as this rooess dmartc from the meohanism of 

ordinary dehydrogenation, the author believes that it re- 

uires a catalyst aDecially deied for its puroses. 

For instance, tho catalyst should have an oxidation effect 

in addition to that of dehydrogenation. This prorerty 

would orobably not be sufficient to cause an appreoiable 

formation of oyenated comoounds but would aid in the 

removal of hydrogen. The roner constitution of a selec- 

tive oxidation catalyst would have to be the object of 

extensive Investigation. 

While the exnerimental work of this thesis was 

limited to the use of ethane, there is no reason to believe 

that comparable results may not be obtained for the dehy- 

drogenation of other hydrocarbons. For instance, tne same 

principles Could idoubtedly be armied with profit to such 

processes as the production of butadieno from butylene or 

styrene from ethylbonzene. Many other uses of controlled 

ana selective oxidation appear to be theoretically pos- 

sible, once th technique of operation has been worked out 

to a sufficient degree. 
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JPETDIX 

TABLE i 

Thermodynamic Data 

02116 02114 2 

Temperature P° Keq 

°xelvin aal/mol _______ 

800 7,700 0.0079 

900 4,600 0.077 

1000 1,300 0.520 

1100 1,800 2.28 

1200 5,000 8.14 
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C) 
L. 

'.ffeot 0±" Oygen---Basis: one minute 

Run 10 

Oiygen added, % 7.1 11.2 6.7 0.0 

Vol. nthane, oc 1000 1000 2040 2040 

Vol. steam, co 1060 1100 2590 2400 

Space velocity, 
v/v,/& 10 . 4 10 . 8 23. 3 21 8 

Mol Fr. ethane 0.47 ().45 0.43 0.46 

Volume Prod., oc 1393 l'i70 2085 1980 

Temperatures, 00 

1 600 605 618 610 

2 470 465 477 483 

3 592,, 592,, 577.. 595,,. 

4 
5 575 572 615 619 

Ave. ternD., °O 590 590 600 610 

Anal. o prod. 

% by vol. 

002 0.4 10. 0.9 0.0 

02H4 29.3 31.0 12.1 8.5 

02 2.1 4.0 4.2 1.3 

H2 30.0 35.4 9.7 8.8 

26.3 13.? 63.8 74.7 

11.9 14.9 9.2 6.7 

Conversion, % 41.7 46.6 10.5 6.0 

Selectivity, % 71.5 63.6 53.5 52.5 

*Oaloulated 

#Ooked and not reading accurately 



TABLE 3 

Effect ot 0vyçon---BasIs: one zinute 

Run 8 

0ygen addd, % 

Vol. ethane, co 

Vol. stear, 00 

3aoe velocity 
V/V/ lii 

Vol. irod., co 

Mol Fr. othane 

i'enrneratures, 00 

i 
2 

4 
5 

Ave. temr., OC 

Anal. o oroa. 
% by vol. 
002 
C2H4 

02 
H2 
Il * 

0H4 

Conversion, % 

Selectivity, % 

* Cal ou' ated 

12.3 10.0 7.3 4.7 2.4 0.0 

'113 713 713 713 713 713 

1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 

9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 

1070 1130 1050 1380 1080 1080 

0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 

556 550 550 550 553 546 
440 440 442 443 445 445 
552 553 553 553 550 550 

513 522 518 517 517 510 

540 540 540 540 540 540 

1.3 0.8 0.5 

13.7 13.1 12.2 

3.8 4.8 3.'? 

21.4 12.3 11.6 

36.8 60.0 61.1 

24.4 9.6 10.0 

J 
lU r 
J. ' I .1. 

41.5 68.8 63.5 

0.3 0.0 

12.4 12.1 

3.0 2.2 

11.8 11.3 

65.1 68.5 

7.4 5.8 

17.5 16.9 

73.5 78.5 

0.1 

11.4 

1.3 

1]. 6 

70.0 

5.8 

15.3 

78.8 
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TIBL]' 4 

Efeal oC xygen----Basls: one minute 

Run9 

Ogon added, % 5.0 11.9 9.3 7.5 0.0 

'Vo1. etnane, co 1045 1O4 1045 1045 1045 

Vol. steam, oc 1145 1213 1240 1185 1280 

S,ace velooity 10.6 11.0 11.1 10.8 11.2 

'Vo1. rrod., co 1120 1330 1170 1180 1090 

Mol Fr. ethane 0.4? 0.46 0.46 0.47 0.45 

Tenreratures, 00 

1 540 546 550 545 545 

2 425 425 427 437 437 

3 540 538 541 548 548 

4 -- -- -- -- -- 

5 505 511 515 515 507 

Ave. temo., O 540 540 540 545 545 

Anal. o trod. 

% by vol. 
002 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.1 

17.6 16.5 17.4 17.8 15.9 

02 2.2 5.3 4.1. 3.6 1.6 

h2 15.3 14.d 15.1 16.2 14.9 

02H6* 54.5 49.4 50.5 51.2 63.2 

0H4* 10.3 13.4 12. 10.8 4.4 

Conversion, ; 
17.5 19.I 18.3 18.9 15.1 

Selectivity, 61.8 56.8 55.5 61.1 82.6 

* Cal cula ted 
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TiBL 5 

Effect of Saeo Velocity----Basis: one minute 

Run 4 

Sace vel. 9.8 9.8 8.1 8.1 6.3 6.3 11.7 11.7 

Vol, ethane, 
oc 1900 1900 1585 1585 1230 1230 2290 2290 

Vol. steam, 
ce O O O O O O O O 

Vol. oygen. 
cc 99.7 8.7 80 80 62 62 116 116 

Vol. trod., 
2100 2100 1820 1820 1488 1530 2540 2490 

Penrn., 
0 

1. 5'77 

2 422 
3 552 
4 535 
5 497 

Ave. temp., 
00 545 

Anal. of prod. 

% by vol. 
002 0.0 

02H4 11.2 

H2 7.7 

69.0 

(iil* 

Conversion, 
10.5 

S1ctivitv, 
55.? 

*Oaioulated 

570 
418 
540 
535 
503 

540 

0.6 

1]. 6 

1.0 

6.2 

69.3 

11.3 

11 G 

51.6 

562 
418 
545 
535 
500 

540 

0.0 

11.8 
1.4 

7.3 

68.9 

10.7 

1.8 

55.0 

558 552 
417 420 
545 552 
530 53? 
503 50L 

540 540 

J. 

11.5 13.5 
:1.3 2.0 

6.2 9.5 

70.2 65.7 

.LL.0 9.2 

14.ì 

56.2 63.8 

556 
420 
556 
540 
50G 

540 

0.7 

14.1 

11 3 

6.5 
8.7 

16.L 

66.5 

578 578 
422 430 
642 548 
542 548 
54 56 

540 540 

1.1 1.0 

10.3 6.6 

0.8 3.8 

6.2 2.9 

68.9 78.6 

12.7 7.1 

9.4 4.9 

44.0 47.0 



Effect of Space 

Space velocity 3.5 

Vol. ethane, cc 310 

Vol. steam, cc 395 

Vol. ogen, cc 15.5 

Vol. rod., co 300 

Tenmeratures, OC 
3. 513 
2 442 
3 537 
4 -- 
5 450 

Ave. tenm., O 

Mol Fr. ethane 0.43 

Anal. of prod. 
by vol. 

002 0.0 

02ff4 28.4 

02 1.2 

26.7 
02H6* 

9.8 

Conversion, Ç 28.0 

Seleotivity, 4 66.2 

Calculated 
#From Run 7 

TABlE 6 

Velocity--- 

Run6 

9.5 10.9 

'750 820 

1170 1370 

37.5 41.0 

1200 1260 

5h32 532 
422 433 
537 538 

498 512 

540 540 

0.38 0.37 

0.0 0.1 

19.1 17.0 

1.9 1.7 

16.8 13.5 

5.4 57.8 

10.8 10.2 

20.4 19.0 

64.0 65.5 

Basis: 

17. 5 

1440 

2140 

72.0 

1770 

543 
438 
542 

560 

540 

0.40 

0.4 

10.8 

2.3 

7.7 

678 
10,9 

8.8 

45.5 

57 

one minute 

22.6 29.6 6.75 

1780 2420 923 

2760 3520 790 

89.0 121.0 28.4 

2040 260 973 

545 550 531 
440 448 430 
530 525 540 

558 .560 480 

540 540 540 

0.38 0.40 0.41 

0.6 1.0 0.0 

6.3 3.9 20.9 

2.6 3.5 1.2 

2.6 2.1 17.6 

77.6 79.1 4.4 
10.2 10.2 10.9 

3.8 1.3 21.0 

29.7 12.4 63.4 
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Effect oe Sace Veiocity---Basis: one minute 

Run 10 

S'jace velocity 5.6 10.4 16.5 18.7 16.5 23.3 

Voi. etharie, cc 548 1000 1600 1725 1435 2040 

Vo].. stedm, cc 564 1060 1665 1980 1642 2590 

Vol. oxygen, cia 38.8 '70.'? 113 121 101.2 141 

Vol. rod. cc 1094 1393 1845 1835 1603 2085 

Temieratures, 
O 

1 560 600 613 608 £00 618 

2 465 470 473 473 470 477 

3 592 592 592 577 577 577 

4 - -- -- -- - 

5 505 575 617 603 588 615 

Ave. tem., 00 590 590 590 590 590 590 

Mol Fr. ethane 0.40 0.47 0.4? 0.45 0.45 0.43 

Anal. o rod. 
by vol. 

002 6.0 0.4 0.4 1.3 0.9 0.9 

U2H4 24.7 29.3 19.ì 13.3 15.2 12.2 

02 i.J 2.1 2.8 3.7 ò. 4.2 

53. 30.0 17.0 12.5 13.2 9.7 

c2a 2.5 26.3 495 58.1 57.3 63.8 

12.5 11.9 10.4 10.0 10.1 9.2 

Conversion, 50.? 41.7 22.0 12.4 15.9 10.5 

Se1eoti1ty, 56.2 71.5 65.7 53.5 60.3 53.5 

*Oalculated 
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TABLE 8 

Effect o± Pressure---ßasia: one minute 

Run5 

MOI Fr. ethane 0.428 0.137 O.54 0.717 O.22 

Vol. ethane, oc 1207 500 1875 2460 1100 

VoÏ. 3team, cc 1556 3110 1490 84U 2250 

Voi. oYygen, cc 60.3 27.4 98.7 125 55 

Staoe velocity 13.8 17.7 16.9 16.3 16.7 

Voi. prod. , co 1500 775 2020 2780 1300 

TgTnt,oratuTes, 
O 

i 563 557 5'72 58Í 543 

2 42f 43? 430 441 4W? 

3 536 536 534 3? 540 

4 536 536 534 541 547 

5 525 530 645 L63 545 

¿T9. 635 5Z; 555 640 540 

Anal, o1 oro1. 
by vol. 

002 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.8 0.8 

10.? 8.4 8.0 4.4 7.3 

0 1.9 1.0 2.0 2.9 2.1 

7.3 6.6 3.8 0.2 2.0 

02H6* 69.3 72.3 76.2 85.3 7.7 
0L* 10.5 10.2 9.6 6.4 8.2 

Oonversion, % 11.5 11.2 6.4 2.5 6.4 

Selectivity, % 55.0 56.0 43.7 36.0 50.0 

0a1cu1ated 
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T.ABLE 

ffeot of Ioaotion 'eratur--Bsi: no minuto 

1irn7 

Ave. temp., °a 500 560 600 650 

Vol. ithao, cc 1520 1520 1520 1520 

Vol. sto, co 2320 1'760 17GO 1760 

Vol. oxygen, co 57.3 5'7.3 57.3 57.3 

Soaøe 've1ooLty 16.0 14.7 14.7 4.7 

Mol Fr. ethane 0.37 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Vol. iroc1., cc 1540 1540 1585 1645 

Peiweratures, ° 

1 522 550 573 602 

2 412 442 470 492 

500 568 606 651 

4 -- -- - - -_ 

5 487 558 600 65]. 

Anal. or '9rod. 

C0 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.2 

0rt4 10.7 14.1 18.3 1.7 

02 3.3 2.3 1.5 1.9 

H2 9.4 11.5 13.3 15.8 

64.8 60.1 57.7 53.5 

0H4 11.6 iLS 9.0 8.9 

0onveron, 3.8 12.5 17.7 20.2 

eiet1v1ty, % 42.4 57.5 66.5 

4Oaloulated 


